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Abstract 
Bonnier-Rigny, A. and D. Krob, A complete system of identities for one-letter rational expressions 
with multiplicities in the tropical semiring, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 27-50 
We construct a complete system of rational identities for the equational theory of the algebra of 
one-letter rational expressions with multiplicities in the tropical semiring. 
1. Introduction 
The tropical semiring ~2’ is the semiring N u { + co} equipped with minimum as sum 
and usual addition as product. This semiring which is often used in the context of the 
analysis of discrete event systems (cf. [l] for instance), appeared initially in language 
theory in Simon’s solution of the finite power property problem (see [16]). It was also 
used by Hashigushi in the same context (see [S]) and in his study of the star-height of 
rational languages (see [6] for instance). The tropical semiring was then strongly 
explored in connection with language theory (see [17] for a survey). 
Among several important questions concerning J& was the equality problem. We 
recently solved it by proving that it is undecidable to decide whether two d-rational 
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series over an alphabet A are equal when IAl 22 (see [12]). Hence this shows in 
particular that the equational theory of &-rational expressions is also undecidable 
when A has at least two letters. 
On the other hand, the equality of two A-rational series over a one-letter alphabet 
A = {u} is decidable (see [12,17] for this classical result). Therefore a natural question 
occurs: is it possible to find a “good” complete axiomatization of the equational 
theory of one-letter &-rational expressions? As we will see, this paper proposes an 
answer to it. In fact, this question is connected to the general theory of rational 
identities over an arbitrary semiring that we already studied (see [S, 111). This theory 
is the natural generalization of the usual theory of ordinary Boolean rational identities 
that was studied by a lot of authors (see [3,7,9] for more details). 
We can now recall that a complete axiomatization of usual one-letter Boolean 
expressions, due to Redko, is well known (see [3,13] for instance). Thus this paper can 
be seen as the generalization of Redko’s result for the tropical semiring. It is also 
interesting to note that the reader will find among the lines of our results a new proof 
of Redko’s theorem, using the natural embedding of the Boolean semiring g into A.’ 
Hence our paper gives a new contribution to the study of the equational theory of 
rational expressions with multiplicities in a semiring. We finally recall that complete 
systems of rational identities are known in the usual Boolean case (see [3,9]) and in 
the ring case (see [lo]). This paper proposes also such a complete axiomatization for 
one-letter expressions with multiplicities in the tropical semiring, which is here the 
maximal general case that we can consider as we already saw. It may certainly be an 
interesting challenge to obtain the same kind of results for other special semirings. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. The tropical semiring 
The tropical semiring 4? is the semiring F+Ju{ + co} equipped with addition and 
product defined by x@y=min(x,y) and by x@y=x+y for every x,y~Nu{+co}. 
Note that the units of A for sum and product are respectively equal to 0, = + cc and 
lM = 0. We refer to [6,12,17] for all details concerning A. The symbols @ and @ will 
also be used throughout this paper to denote addition and multiplication of series 
with multiplicities in the tropical semiring. 
2.2. k-rational expressions and identities 
Let A be an alphabet and let 52 be the set of functional symbols which is defined by 
Q= { @,a, *}uA where Q and @ are symbols of arity 2, where * is a symbol of arity 
1 and where every element of JY is considered as a constant. Then the A-rational 
1 This natural embedding maps 0~3 on to + cc and 1 ES? onto 0. 
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expressions are exactly the elements of the free Q-algebra F(A, 52) constructed over 
A that we quotient by the usual axioms of A-algebra and by the rules 
t/PEA, p*=o, 
that connects the formal star with the real star in J@‘. In particular, the set of 
A-rational expressions is an A-algebra that we denote by &“Rat(A). We refer to 
[S, 111 for more details concerning the construction of this algebra. 
We can now define a unique &-algebra morphism E that preserves star and maps 
gM Rat(A) into the M-algebra _&‘((A)), by the formulas 
v EA, &(u)=qE.A((A)). 
In other words, E is just the mapping that associates with every &-rational expression 
the J-rational series that corresponds naturally to it (see [2,15] for more details on 
rational series). This leads us to the important notion of rational identity. 
Definition 2.1. Let E, F be two &-rational expressions. Then we say that the pair 
(E, F) is an &?-rational identity and we denote it by E x F iff E(E) = e(F). 
Note. Hence E ;t: F is a rational identity iff E and F are two A-rational expressions 
that denote the same &-rational series. 
Definition 2.2. Let (JZ!) be a set of _&‘-rational identities. Then an &-rational identity 
E %F is said to be deducible from (~2) and we denote it by 
(.&‘) t- ExF 
iff one can obtain the identity E z F after a finite number of elementary deductions 
that consist in using an identity of (&), making a substitution in an already deduced 
identity or using one of the following deduction rules 
8 EzF EzF, FzG E=F, GzH 
EwE’ FzE’ EzG ’ E@GzF@H’ 
E%F, GzH E%F 
E@GzF@H’ E*zF*’ 
A system of &-rational identities is then said to be complete iff every d-rational 
identity is deducible from it. As we explained, the purpose of this paper is to construct 
such a system when A is a one-letter alphabet. 
We can now give the important definition of rational inequality. 
Definition 2.3. Let E, F be two &-rational expressions. Then we say that we have the 
A-rational inequality E < F iff we have F z E @ F. 
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Notes. (1) As in Boolean case, it is not difficult to see that we have E < F iff there 
exists an &-rational expression G such that E @ G%F. 
(2) Observe that the natural order on _&F which is used in Definition 2.3 is the 
opposite of the usual order d N on N. Hence E 6 F iff E(E) is greater than E(F) in the 
ordering of A((A)) induced by the usual ordering of N! 
As in the Boolean case (cf. [3, p. 36]), it is easy to prove that we have 
(1) E<F, F<G k- EGG, 
(2) E<F, F<E k EzF, 
(3) E<F,G<H E E@G<F@H, 
(4) E<F, G<H E E@G<F@H, 
(5) (M), (S), Ed F k E* < F* 
for all d-rational expressions E, F, G, H. Property 2 is important since it will be as in 
the Boolean case the basis of our proofs by inequalities for &-rational identities. 
2.3, The classical axioms 
Conway introduced in [3] a family of Boolean identities that he called classical 
axioms. In fact, these identities are universal (see [8,11]). In our case, they are exactly 
equal to the following d-rational identities 
(M) (ab)* ~0 0 a(ba)*b and (S) (a @ b)* za*(ba*)* 
together with the family of M-rational identities indexed by n~fW and defined by 
(P(n)) a* z(O @ a @ ... @ a”-‘) (a”)*. 
Classical axioms are very important since a lot of useful identities are consequences of 
them (cf. [3] for instance). Note also that Redko’s theorem (cf. [3, pp. 34-403) says 
that classical axioms are a complete axiomatization for one-letter usual Boolean 
rational expressions. However let us now give some results involving classical axioms 
in our framework. 
Lemma 2.1. Let iEN and let PEA%‘. Then we have 
(M) k a(pa’)*x(pa’)*a. 
Proof. If i = 0, there is nothing to prove. Hence we can suppose that i > 1. In this case, 
we can write 
(M) E a(pa’)* xa(0 0 pa’-l (pa’)*a)=(O @ pa’(pa’)*)az(pa’)*a. 
This ends our proof. 0 
Note. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every polynomial of .&‘[a] commutes with any 
expression of the form (pa’)* with respect to (M). 
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Let us also recall the following classical identity whose proof goes as in the usual 
Boolean case (see [3, p. 361). 
Lemma 2.2. We have (M),(S) F a*b* <(a @ b)*. 
3. Normalized one-letter A-rational expressions 
3.1. A family of Jt’-rational identities 
Let us first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let p,q~&‘. Then we have in ,&((a>> 
(pa)* 0 (44* =((p CD 4)4*. 
Proof. An obvious computation shows that we have 
(pa)* = Zipa’. 
i=O 
(3.1) 
We easily get from relation (3.1) that 
(pa)* 0 (qa)* = ga’ min (ip+jq). (3.2) 
n=O i+j=n 
It is then easy to deduce that (pa)* 0 (qa)* =((p 0 q)a)* when p or q is equal to + co. 
Thus let us now suppose that p and q are in N. Then we can write 
ip+jq3(i+j)min(p,q)=n(pOq) 
for every i,je F+J such that i+j= n. Hence min. I+j=,(ip+jq)=n(p @ q), the minimum 
being obtained either for i=O or for j=O. Reporting this result in relation (3.2), we 
clearly get (pa)* @ (qa)* =((p @ q)a)*. This ends our proof. 0 
The previous lemma shows therefore that the A-rational identities 
(P(P, 4)) ((P 0 q)a)*=(Pa)* 0 (44* 
are consistent for every p, qE&. 
Let us now give the following result. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Y, s, p, q befour elements of 4. Then there exists an integer NE N 
such that we have for every k 3 N 
(M), (P(p, 4)) k r(p4* 0 s(qa)* =p,(a) 0 tak(m4*, 
where t,meJ@ and where P,(a) is a polynomial of J![a] of degree <k. 
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Proof. Our result is clearly true with N = 0 when r or s are equal to + cc. Indeed if 
r= + cc for instance, we get by iterated uses of (M) 
(M) k @a)* 0 s(P)* =s(qa) *o(~(s+iq)a’)O(s+irq)o*(yu)*. 
The conclusion is also clear with N = 0 when p = 4 since we have in the same way 
(Ml I- aa)* 0 s(P)* 
Let us now suppose that r, SE N and that p #q. We can also suppose that p =p @ q for 
instance. Since p cM q, there exists NE N such that r + pk chl s + qk for every integer 
k 3 N. Let then k > N. Using iteratively (M), we easily get 
(M) k r(p4* 0 s(w)* 
k-l = i% ((7 + id 0 (s + %))a’ 0 ak((r +kp) (pa)* 0 6 + kq) (q4*). 
On the other hand, we can write 
(P(p,q)) I- (r+kp)(~a)*O(s+kq)(qa)*~;(qa)*((r+kp)(~a)*O(s+kq)). 
(3.3) 
But since (r + kp) 0 (s + kq) = r + kp, we easily get 
(M) F (r+kp)(pu)*O(s+kq)w((r+kp)O(s+kq))O(r+kp)O(pu)(pu)* 
F (r+kp)(pu)*O(s+kq)=(r+kp)(OO(pa)(pu)*) 
F (r+kp)(pu)*O(s+kq)=(r+kp)(pu)*. (3.4) 
Hence it follows from relations (3.3) and (3.4) that 
GW,Wp,q)) E (r+kp)(p4* o(~+kq)(qa)*~:(r+kp)(qa)*(pa)* 
z(r+kp) (pa)*. 
Thus all our computations show that 
(M),(P(p,q)) k r(pa)* 0 s(qa)* 
( 
k-l 
z zz((r+ip)@(s+iq))ui O(r+kp)uk(pu)*. 
This ends our proof. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. Let (ri)t=i,M and (pi)i=l,M be two families of M elements of A. Then 
there exists an integer NE M such that we havefor every k> N 
(M), (P(P,~)&,~~-K I- &ri(pia)* zPk(a) 0 tak(ma)*, 
i=l 
where t, meA! and where P,(a) is a polynomial of ~%‘[a] of degree <k. 
Proof. We argue by induction on M. The case M = 1 is easy and the case M = 2 is 
given by Proposition 3.2. Let us now suppose that our result holds at order M - 1 
with M 23. Applying the induction hypothesis, we obtain an integer K such that 
M-l 
(W,(f’(p, d)p,qe~ k @ ri(pia)* zpk(a) @ takhd* 
i=l 
holds for every k > N under the conditions of Proposition 3.2. Hence, using iteratively 
(M), it follows that we can write for every k3K 
(M),(P(p, q))p,BE-K t- & ri(pia)* = &(a) 0 ak(t(ma)* 0 (r, + kp,)(p,a)*), 
i=l 
where we set Qk(a) = P,(a) 0 r, 0 (0 0 p,a 0 ... @ (k- l)p,akW1) which is a poly- 
nomial of &[a] of degree <k. But Proposition 3.2 shows that there exists N such that 
(M), ((P(m, Pm) t- @a)* 0 (r, + kPm) (p,a)* *R,(a) 0 pa”(qa)* 
holds for every n 2 N, where R, is a polynomial of degree < n of &! [a] and where p, q 
belongs to A. It is now easy to conclude to our corollary. 0 
We can also give the following result. 
Proposition 3.4. Let p, qE&z’. Then we have 
(WY (P(P, q)) I- (pa)* 0 (qa)* *((p 0 q)a)*. 
Proof. Let us suppose for instance that p = p @ q. Then we can clearly write that 
(P(p, 4)) k (pa)* 0 (44” z((pa)* 0 0) (sa)*. 
Using the same method as in the end of the proof of Proposition 3.2, we easily get 
(M),(P(p,q)) t- ((pa)* @O)(q4*4Pa)*(qa )*%(~a)*. 
Our proposition follows now immediately from the two above deductions. Cl 
The following result will also be useful in the sequel. 
Proposition 3.5. Let p,qEA and let i, jeN. Then there exists an element rE&, an 
integer keN and a polynomial PEA![a] such that 
(M), P(i), P(j), (P(jp, iq)) I- (pa’)* 0 (qaj)* =P(a) (ra?*. 
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Proof. Using P(j) and P(i), we can write: 
P(j) ä (pa’)* ~ Qj( pa’) (jpU”)* and P(i) k (&)* zz Qi(qaj) (iqa’j)*, 
where Qk(u) denotes for every HEN the polynomial Qk= 1 @a @ ... @ uk-‘. Using 
Lemma 2.1, it follows immediately that 
P(i), P(j),(M) I- (pa')* @ (qd)* z Qj(pa’) Qi(qaj) (jp a”)* (iq a”)* 
from which, using P(jp, iq), we now easily get the result claimed by the lemma. 0 
3.2. Normalized expressions 
As an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.5, we get the following result. 
Proposition 3.6. The family of +&‘-rational expressions dejined by 
P(u) O @ Qp,i(a) (Pa’)*, 
pcM, ieN 
(3.5) 
where P and Qp,i are polynomials in &[a] is additively and multiplicutively closed with 
respect to the identities (M), (P( p, q))p,qsA and (P(n)),,N. 
Proof. Our family is clearly additively closed. It is also multiplicatively closed with 
respect to the above identities according to Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 3.5. 0 
We can also easily obtain the following consequence of Proposition 3.6. 
Corollary 3.7. The family of &-rational expressions defined by 
( 
N-l 
p(u) 0 uK i% qiui(PiuN)* 
) 
2 (3.6) 
where N, KE N, where P is a polynomial of &[a] of degree <K and where ( pi)i=O,N- 1 
and (qi)i=O,N-1 are elements of A with qO # + CO, is additively and multiplicutively 
closed with respect to the identities (M), (P( p, q))p,4E-K and (P(n)),,N. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3.6, it suffices to see that every d-rational expres- 
sion of type (3.5) can be rewritten in form (3.6) using the desired identities. Note first 
that using (P(n)),,,, one can easily write any expression of type (3.5) as 
R(a) 0 &Ri(U) (riaN)*, (3.7) 
i=O 
where R and every Ri is a polynomial of ~%![a], where N, ME k4 and where (ri)i=o,M 
are elements of JH. Applying now several times (M) that allows to write 
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(ra”)* CO @ ruN(ruN)*, we can easily rewrite an expression of form (3.7) as 
Q(a)@ .~(~uk(~~i,k(,iuN)*)), 
where QEJ%! [a], where L and every Mk belong to N and where every ri and Ti,k is in 
4. Using now Corollary 3.3, we can immediately conclude that the previous expres- 
sion is equivalent to an expression of the form 
N-l 
p(u) @ uK k%4ka’(pka”)c 
) 
9 
with respect to (M) and (P(p, q))p,4EA. It suffices now to use (M) in order to reduce the 
previous expression to an expression of the same form but with P of degree <K. Thus 
this ends our proof since we can clearly suppose that qO # + co. 0 
According to Corollary 3.7, we can give the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. A one-letter &-rational expression E is said to be normalized when 
E has the form (3.6). 
The following proposition gives the main property of normalized expressions. 
Proposition 3.8. Let E, F be two one-letter normalized A-rational expressions such that 
e(E)=&(F). Then we have 
(M),(P(p, q))p,qs41,(P(n))nsN t- E =F. 
Proof. Using the identities (P(n)),,N, we can transform the two normalized expres- 
sions E and F into expressions of form (3.7) with the same N. Using the method 
involved in the proof of Corollary 3.7, we can then rewrite E and F in normalized 
form but with the same N. Using iteratively the identity (M), one can also choose the 
same K. Hence we showed that 
N-l 
(ML W4nEN~ ((P( P, q))p.BEd I- E = P(a) 0 UK i$ 4iui(PiuN)* 
> 
2 
GW, (f’(nh,,~~ ((P(P> q))P,4EM 
) 
, 
where the two above expressions are normalized. Since e(E) = E(F), it is easy to see that 
we must have P = Q and pi = si and ri = si for every in [0, N - 11. Hence the identity 
E z F can be deduced from the desired family of identities. Cl 
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4. Commutative axiomatization 
One-letter M-rational expressions can be considered as commutative A-rational 
expressions. This means that we work with respect to the axiom ab=ba (see also 
[3, p. 913). Hence we can also study their commutative axiomatization. Let us first 
introduce the commutative identity 
(C) (a @ b)* Z a*b* 
(which is only true in the commutative case) whose consistency follows from the 
Boolean case (cf. [3, p. 913). We can now give the following result. 
Proposition 4.1. The system (M), (S), (P(p,q)),,,,,, (P(n)),,lBI and (C) is a complete 
system of commutative identities for one-letter k-rational expressions. 
Proof. Note first that it suffices to prove that normalized one-letter .&‘-rational 
expressions are stable by star with respect to the above identities, in order to get our 
result. Indeed, it will then follow from Corollary 3.7 that every one-letter A-rational 
expression can be reduced to a normalized form using the desired identities since the 
letter a is normalized. It is then easy to conclude using Proposition 3.8. Thus let 
K-l N-l 
E= @pia’ @ @qiui+K(rjuN)* 
i=O i=O 
be a normalized expression. Using (C), we obtain 
K-l N-l 
(C) F E*z @ (pia’)* @ @ (qiui+K(riuN)*)* 
i=O i=O 
(4.1) 
However, using (M), we can clearly write 
(M) F (qiU'+K (r&IN)*)* ZO @ qiaifK(riuN)* (qiUi+K(r$lN)*)* 
for every i~[0, N- 11. It follows immediately that 
(M),(S) E (qiUi+K(liUN)*)*ZO @ qiUi+K(qiUi+K @ liUN)* 
and hence, using (C), we obtain 
(M),(S),(C) F (qiUi+K(riUN)*)* ZO@ qiUi+K(qiUi+K)*(riUN)* (4.2) 
for every iE[O, N - 1). It follows now from relations (4.1) and (4.2) and from Corol- 
lary 3.7 that E* can be reduced to a normalized form with respect to the identities 
involved in the statement of our result. Thus this ends our proof. 0 
Note. We can easily adapt the proof of Theorem 1 of [3, p. 921 in order to get 
a normal form (with respect to the identities involved in Proposition 4.1) for every 
commutative A-rational expression over an arbitrary alphabet A, as a finite sum of 
terms of type k,w(kl wl)*...(k,w,)* where w, wl, . . . , w, are commutative words over 
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Aandwherek,,kl,..., k, are elements of A. In fact, it might also be possible to adapt 
the proof of Redko’s theorem (see [14]) given by Conway (see [3, p. 93-953) in order 
to show that the system (M), (S), (P(p, q))P,qsA, (P(TI)),,~ and (C) is a complete system 
of commutative d-rational identities for every alphabet A. 
5. Noncommutative axiomatization 
In the sequel, (zzZ) always denotes the system (M), (S), (P( p, q))P,QE-K and (P(n)),EN of 
d-rational identities. Let us now recall that, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.1, 
the research of a complete system of A-rational identities for one-letter d-rational 
expressions can be reduced to the research of a system (B) of A-rational identities 
containing (J&‘) such that E* can be reduced in a normalized form with respect to (W) 
for every normalized one-letter &-rational expression E. Thus let then 
K-l N-l 
E= @pia’ @qiai+K(riUN)* 
i=O i=O 
(5.1) 
be such a normalized one-letter M-rational expression. 
5.1. First reduction 
Let then F denote the one-letter M-rational expression 
K-l N-l 
F = 0 (pia’)* 0 0 (0 0 4iUifK(qiUi’“)* (riU”)*). 
i=O i=O 
Following the lines of the proof of Proposition 4.1, but using Lemma 2.2 instead of 
axiom (C), we can easily obtain that 
(M),(S) I- F<E*. 
Observe also that the proof of Proposition 4.1 shows that we have E(F)= e(E*). Using 
now Corollary 3.7, we easily get a normalized one-letter &-rational expression 
U such that (&) k F z U. Hence we have 
(M),(S) I- U<E*, (5.2) 
where U is a normalized one-letter d-rational such that &(U)=&(E*). Since every 
identity between normalized expressions can be deduced from (&) according to 
Proposition 3.8, we immediately get (d) E E < U from which it follows that 
(4 t- E* 6 U*. 
Thus, according to relations (5.2) and (5.3) we have 
(d) t- U<E*<U*. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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Since s(U) = &(E*), it follows that s(U) = E( U*) (cf. [3, p. 351). Hence we can reduce our 
initial problem to the research of a system of identities (&?) containing (&‘) such that 
(8) E U%Uu*, (5.5) 
for every normalized one-letter &-rational expression U for which s(U)=s(U*). 
Indeed if (a) is such a system, we have 
(G?) I- E*zU, 
according to relation (5.4). Hence @I’) is a system of identities with respect to which the 
star of every normalized one-letter A-rational expression can be reduced to a nor- 
malized form, as desired. 
5.2. Second reduction 
Hence a system (B) of &-rational identities for which relation (5.5) holds under the 
required conditions, is necessarily complete. Let then 
N-l 
U = f’(a) @ St’, where I/= 0 qiai(riaN)* (5.6) 
i=O 
be a normalized one-letter expression such that E(U)= E(U*). 
Lemma 5.1. Under the previous assumptions, we have 
E((aKV)*) =o 0 &(UKV). 
Proof. Note first that we clearly have 
0 0 &(aKV)<&((aKV)*). (5.7) 
Since E(U) = E( U*), we also have E(U~) = E(U) for every integer k > 1. Hence, using 
relation (5.6), we can write 
P(a) @ E(UkV)=(P(U) @ &(uKV))k=&)k @ &((UKV)k) @ &, (5.8) 
with some series R,EA?((a>> for every k 2 1. Looking only on the terms of degree b K 
in relation (5.Q we get that 
c!(~V)=&((~~V)~) @ Sk, (5.9) 
with some series SkE&((u>> for every k 2 1. Adding all relations (5.9) for every k 2 1, we 
immediately obtain 
0 @ E(UKV)=&((UkV)*) @ s, (5.10) 
where S denotes the series of ~%‘((a>> which is the sum of all the series Sk for k> 1. 
Hence relation (5.10) shows that 
&((UKV)*)<O @ E(UKV). (5.11) 
The lemma follows now immediately from relations (5.7) and (5.11). q 
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Let us now suppose that (g) is a system of A-rational identities that contains (d) 
and such that 
(9Y) I- (aKV)*zo@aKV. (5.12) 
Then we can give the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Under the previous assumptions and hypotheses, we have 
(93) t- U”czU. 
Proof. Since s(U)=s(U*), the constant term of U is 0. Hence if P = + co, we must 
have K = 0 and U = V and it is then easy to deduce our lemma from relation (5.12). Let 
us now suppose that P # + co. We can then write P=O 0 aQ with some polynomial 
Q of J&’ [a] of degree <K - 1. It follows that we have 
(S) l- U* =(0 0 aQ 0 a”V)*z(aQ 0 aKV)* 
from which we immediately deduce 
( 
K-l 
(S),(W)) E u* = i%(aQ 0 aKf’)’ @Q 0 aKVK)*. 
But we clearly have 
(aQ 0 E(~~V))~<E(U*)=O 0 aQ 0 c(aKV). 
(5.13) 
Considering only the elements of degree > K in the previous inequality, we obtain 
(aQ 0 E(u~F’))~<E(u~V). 
Hence, since every identity between any product of normalized expressions (that can 
be normalized with respect to 0) is deducible from (&) according to Proposition 3.8 
and Corollary 3.7, we get 
(&) k (aQ @u~V)~<~~V. (5.14) 
It follows now from relations (5.13) and (5.14) that 
( 
K-l 
(d) k U*d @ (aQ 0 aKV)’ (aKV)*. 
i=O ) 
Hence, using hypothesis (5.12), we can write 
( 
K-l 
(cc%) k U* < @ (aQ @ aKV)’ 
i=O > 
(0 @ aKV). (5.15) 
Let us denote by G the A-rational expression that appears at the right-hand side of 
relation (5.15). Observe that we have 
E(G)~(~Q@&(u~V))*(O@&(U~V))<(E(U*))~=E(U*)=E(U). 
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Hence, using again Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.7, we get 
(&) F G<U. 
It follows now immediately from relations (5.15) and (5.16) that 
(B) F U”dU. 
(5.16) 
Since the converse inequality is an obvious consequence of (M), the lemma follows 
now easily. This ends our proof. 0 
Hence Lemma 5.2 shows that we can reduce our problem to the research of systems 
of &-rational identities (B) containing (&) such that relation (5.12) holds when V is 
a one-letter &‘-rational expression of the form (5.6) for which relation (5.12) is 
consistent. Indeed we proved that such a system (g) is complete. 
5.3. Third reduction 
Let now W be a one-letter A-rational expression of the form 
, (5.17) 
such that E ( W*) = 0 0 E(W). We are now looking for a system of d-rational identities 
that allows to deduce the identity W* ~0 0 W since such a system is complete 
according to our study. Let us then consider the set 
M={O}u u {K+i+nN,nEN()cN. 
iE[O,N-l],q,#+m 
It is easy to deduce that M is a submonoid of N from the fact that E( W*) = 0 @ E(W). 
Hence M=Fu(GN + kd) where 6 is a strictly positive integer, where keN and where 
F is some finite subset of 6N (see [4, Exercise 5.121). In particular, since q. # + co by 
hypothesis, K and K+N must be in 6N. Thus NEON. The same method shows that 
iE6N for every ie [0, N- l] such that qi# + co. It follows now easily that we have 
M-l 
WC asL 
i($ 4sia6i(ri~6M)* 3 
with some integers L and M. Let us then consider the &-rational expression 
( 
M-l 
W, = aL @ qsiUi(riUM)* . 
i=O > 
Since we clearly have W(a) = Ws(a6), we also get E( W,*)=O 0 E( W,). As one can now 
immediately see, working with W, rather than W, we can suppose that 6= 1. This is 
exactly equivalent to suppose that the set M associated with W is 
M = Fu(N + k), 
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where kE N and where F is some finite subset of [0, k - 11. In other words, this means 
equivalently that we can suppose that qi # + co for every i~[0, N - 11. 
5.4. Fourth reduction 
Let us now write K = kN + Y with 0 <I < N. Hence we get 
wxukN+r 
where qi is different from +oo for every i~[0, N - 11. We then have 
Using now (M), we deduce easily from this last relation that 
N-r-l 
(M) k WzP(a) 0 a@+ l)N+r ,g (4i+ri)ui(riaN)* 
> 
r-l 
O dk+‘jN i%qi-r+Nai(riaN)* 2 
where P(u) denotes the polynomial of degree <(k+ l)N defined by 
p(a)=ukN+’ c?j ‘4iui)- 
Reindexing the expression involved in relation (5.19), we get 
N-l 
(M) F wz P(u) @ u(k+ ljN i% q:ui(riuN)* 
> 
3 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
with some new noninfinite coefficients q:. Let now IV’ be the one-letter A-rational 
expression which is defined by 
w=u(k+lW 
Using Lemma 5.1, we obtain E( IV’*)=0 0 E( IV). Moreover it follows easily from 
relation (5.20) and Lemma 5.2 that we can reduce the research of a system (a) of 
k-rational identities such that (g) k W* z 0 @ W to the research of a system such 
that (3) I- IV’* NN 0 @ IV’. Hence this proves that we can suppose that r = 0 in relation 
(5.18). 
Lemma 5.3. Let W be a one-letter A-rational expression ofform (5.18) with r =0 such 
that E( W*) = 0 @ E(W). Then we huue ri = rj for every i, Jo [0, N - 11. 
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Proof. Note first that we clearly have 
(&(W)IUnN+i)En++mrilt (5.21) 
for every i~[0, N - 11. On the other hand, an easy computation using Lemma 3.1 
shows that we have 
( 
N-l 
&( Iv) = akiN i,,,~~~~4i,+~~~+~i,~ai~+~~~+i~~minh,,~~~~ri,~aN~* 
) 
(5.22) 
for every integer 12 1. Hence we have in particular for every iE[O, N - I] 
&( W2)=aZkN((q, +qi)a’((ro 0 ri)UN)* 0 Si), 
where Si is some series of &((a>>. Thus we asymptotically have 
(s(W2)la nN+i) <N (r. @ ri)n (5.23) 
foreveryi~[O,N-1]whenn~+oo.But&(W*)=OO&(W)O&(W2)0...=OO&(W) 
by hypothesis. Hence we asymptotically have 
(&(W)lQ nN+i) <N (E ( W2)I unN+i). (5.24) 
It follows now easily from relations (5.21), (5.23) and (5.24) that ri <N r,, @ ri for every 
iE[O,N-11. Hence we proved that ri GNrO for every i~[0,N-11. 
On the other hand, relation (5.22) shows that we have 
&(WN)=ukEi’(NqiuNi((ri @ ... @ ri)uN)* @ Si)=ukN2(NqiaNi(riuN)* @ Si) 
with some series Si~A((u>> for every ig[O, N - 11. Using the same kind of argument as 
above, we easily asymptotically obtain 
(E(W)lUnN) <,(s(WN)lanN) <grin, 
when n-+ + co for every i~[0, N- 11, It follows now easily from these last relations 
and from relation (5.21) that roGM ri for every iE[O, N - 11. Thus our study shows 
clearly that r. =ri for every iE[O, N - 11. This ends our proof. 0 
Let now (&?) be a system of A-rational identities such that 
(&q t- w*Eo@ w (5.25) 
for every one-letter A-rational expression W of type 
N-l 
w= akN 
( 1 
i% 4iui (r UN)*, (5.26) 
with every qi# + co. Lemma 5.3 and our previous study show then that (9) is 
a complete system for one-letter M-rational expressions. On now on, we shall 
therefore focus on obtaining a system such that deduction (5.25) holds under assump- 
tion (5.26). 
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Note. In the Boolean case, we would necessarily have W=akN(l +a+ ... +#-I) 
(aN)* at this step of our proof. Since W is equivalent to w’ = ukN a* with respect to the 
identity (P(N)), it is then easy to prove that W* z 1 + W with respect to (M), (S) and 
(P(N)). Hence we obtained another proof of the classical Redko’s result that states 
that (M), (S) and (p(n)),,N is a complete system of identities for usual one-letter 
Boolean rational expressions (cf. [3, 131). 
5.5. Analysis of relation (5.25) 
Let us now study the &-rational expressions of form (5.26) such that relation (5.25) 
holds. We first give the following result. 
Lemma 5.4. Let W be a one-letter &-rational expression ofform (5.26). Then the two 
following assertions are equivalent 
(1) &(W*)=O@&(W) 
(2) &(W2)<0@&(W). 
Proof. Note first that 1 * 2 is obvious. Let us suppose now that assertion 2 holds. It 
follows then by an easy induction on n that we have for every na 1 
E(W”)<O 0 E(W). 
Adding all these relations, we get E( W*) < 0 @ E(W). Assertion 1 follows now immedi- 
ately since the converse inequality is obvious. This ends our proof. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let W be a one-letter &-rational expression ofform (5.26). Then we have 
E( W*) = 0 @ E(W) zr the two following conditions hold 
(1) For every IE[O, N - 11, q1 + kr GN min i,j:;j;L1l(yi+qj) 
(2) For every le[O,N-21, ql+(k+l)rdN min 
Proof. Let us compute first E( W2). Using Lemma 3.1, we easily get 
N-l 
E(W2)=a2kN ( ) ~~ qia’ ‘(rll”)* = a2kN N- ’ (, ieO(4i+4j)a’+j @UN)*. ) 
It follows therefore from the above identity that 
(raN)* 
N-2 
iz i+$:+N(qi+qj)af @UN)*. 
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Thus the second condition of Lemma 5.4 is clearly equivalent to the two conditions’ 
(1) For every IE[O,N- 11, qr+(l+k)r Gwl Ir+mini+j=l(qi+qj) 
(2) For every IE[O,N-21, qi+(l+k+l)r <N Zr+mini+j=,+.(qi+qj). 
Moreover these two last conditions are clearly equivalent to the two conditions of our 
corollary which follows now immediately from Lemma 5.4. 0 
When the two conditions of Corollary 5.5 are satisfied for some k = k,,, they are also 
obviously satisfied for every k d k,,. This implies in particular that they are always 
satisfied with k = 0. Hence if X denotes the one-letter A-rational expression 
N-l 
X= 
( 1 
04iai (ruN)*, (5.27) 
i=O 
which is such that W= ukN X, we have &(X*)=0 0 s(X) according to Corollary 5.5. 
5.6. Fifth reduction 
Let US consider again the one-letter A-rational expression W of relation (5.26). TWO 
cases can occur: either k=O or k 3 1. When k> 1, we can in fact always suppose that 
k= 1. Indeed, if we are in this case, we can write 
(P(k)) t- Wzu kN( T$qiui) (gjr uiN) (kr ukN)*. 
Thus it follows immediately from the previous relation that 
( 
Nk-1 
(P(k)) k W*ukN @ min (qi+jr)a’ (kra”“)“. 
I=0 i+Nj=l ) 
It follows now easily from this last relation that we can suppose that k = 1 when k > 1 
in relation (5.26). Thus we can suppose that either k = 0 or k = 1 in relation (5.26). 
5.7. Study of the case k= 1 
In all this section, we suppose that k= 1 in relation (5.26). Then we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. Under the previous assumptions, qi > N r for every iE [0, N - 11. 
Proof. Condition 1 of corollary 5.5 taken with I=0 shows that q. + q. > N q. + r, 
hence that q. > N r. Let now iE [l, N - 11. Suppose first that 2i 2 wI 2N - 2, we can write 
2i = N +j with jE [0, N - 21. Condition 2 of Corollary 5.5 give us then 
‘When k=O, condition 1 is obtained for I=0 by looking on the coefficient of aN of relation 
E( W’) < 0 @ E(W) and not on its constant term. 
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from which it immediately follows that qi > N Y. Let us now suppose that 2i < N N. Let 
then 1 be the smallest integer such that 2’i 3 wi N. Using the previous study, we obtain 
q2l-Li ~ N r, (5.28) 
On the other hand, the first condition of Corollary 5.5 shows that 
qi+qi >Nqzi+r,qzi+q2i ~~q4i+Y,...,q2’~zi+q2’~2i awIq2’+1i+r. 
It is now immediate to deduce from all these inequalities and from relation (5.28) that 
qi > N r. This ends therefore our proof. 0 
Hence Lemma 5.6 shows that we can consider the A-rational expression 
Y=( ~(qi-~)~i) (raN)*. (5.29) 
Moreover it is easy to deduce from the two conditions of Corollary 5.5 that we have 
a( Y*) = 0 @ E(Y) since k = 1 here. We can now give the following result. 
Lemma 5.7. Let now (93) be a system of M-rational identities that contains (ss?) and 
such that (93) t- Y*w 0 @ Y. We have then (a) F W* z 0 0 W. 
Proof. Note first that we have in our case for every iE [0, N - l] 
(c(Y)la i’N’)=qi+r(j-l) and (E(W)(ai+Nj)=qi+r(j-l) 
respectively for every j and for every ja 1. Since (s( W)la’) = + co for every 
ie [0, N - 11, it follows immediately from these computations that E(W) d E( Y). Hence 
we get 
(&) t- W6Y (5.30) 
according to Proposition 3.8. Using relation (5.30), we can write 
(&) k w*zoo W@ w2w*<o@ wg w2r*. 
Let now (S?) be a system of k-rational identities as in the statement of our lemma. It 
follows then from the previous relation that we have 
(B) t- w*<oo W@ W2(0@ Y)zO@ W@ W2@ W2Y. (5.3 1) 
However since k= 1 here and since E( W2) <E( W*) =0 @ E(W), we clearly have 
&(W2)<&(W). Using again Proposition 3.8, we obtain immediately from Corol- 
lary 3.7 that (d) I- W2< W. It follows then easily from relation (5.31) that 
(B) t- w*<oo wg WY. (5.32) 
However, using relation (5.30) we can see that 
&(WY)<&(Y2)<&(Y*)=O@&(Y). 
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Hence E( WY)<0 @ s(Y). Using now the fact that the only integers i such that E( WY) 
has a non-finite coefficient on ai are necessarily 2 N and the fact that s(Y) and E(W) 
have the same coefficients on every a’ with i > N as shown at the beginning of this 
proof, we deduce easily from the previous inequality that E( WY) < E( IV). Using again 
Proposition 3.8, we deduce immediately from Corollary 3.7 that 
Hence it follows now easily from relation (5.32) that 
(B) t- w*<oo w. 
Since the converse inequality is an obvious consequence of (M), it follows that the 
identity W * c 0 @ W is deducible from (B) under our hypotheses. This ends our 
proof. 0 
Hence Lemma 5.7 shows that the case k= 1 can be in fact reduced to the case 
k = 0. According to the study of Section 5.6, we can now suppose that k=O in 
relation (5.26). 
5.8. Sixth reduction 
Thus our study shows that if (99) is a system of J-rational identities such that 
(&9) t- w*zoo w (5.33) 
for every one-letter M-rational expression W of type 
N-l 
W= ( 1 @ qia’ (raN)*, (5.34) i=O 
with every qi # + co and such that relation (5.33) is consistent, then (&?) is a complete 
system of &-rational identities for one-letter d-rational expressions. Observe that 
identity (5.33) makes sense iff the following conditions are satisfied 
(1) For every 1 E [0, N - 11, ql GN min i,ji+j+j~ll(qi+%) 
(2) For every IE[O,N-21, ql+rdN min i,mo, g-_;pi + qj) .= 
according to Corollary 5.5. It is easy to check that if the two above relations holds, 
they are also satisfied with q. = 0. Using again Corollary 5.5, this shows that the 
J-rational expression 
Z=(, @ gqilli) (YaN)* (5.35) 
satisfies to s(Z*) = 0 0 E(Z) and hence to s(Z*) = E(Z) since E(Z) = 0 0 s(Z) because 
the constant term of c(Z) is now 0. We can give the following lemma. 
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Lemma 5.8. Let ($I) be a system of A-rational identities that contains (~2) and such 
that (69) F Z*z Z. Then we have (37) I- W* ~0 @ W. 
Proof. Indeed, using (M) and (S), it is easy to see that we can write 
(M),(S) k W%O@ WW*%O@ @qi (:I: ai) (raN 0 g&d)‘. 
Using now the fact that q0 60, we get 
(M),(S) t- U.gOO(~qiai)(~aN~O~~qiai) 
from which, using again (S), we easily obtain 
(M),(S) t- W<O@ (raN)*Z*=O@ WZ*. 
Using now our hypothesis on (B), we deduce that we have 
(B) F W<O@ wz. 
However we can write 
(5.36) 
WZ= 
(1:: ) ( :I: i, 
@qiU’ (ra”)* 0 @ @qiU (ra”)*. 
As 0=0 @ qo, it follows easily from the above relation that we have 
WZ= (:I: @qiU’ ( ) raN)* (0 0 $jqd) @a”)*. 
Using now the deduction (M),(S) F a*a* %a* (cf. [3, p. 36]), we get 
(ML (9 k WZz i% i ( 1 0 0 ,@qia’ ( ) 1 (N-‘qa’) raN *( + (r-1 ‘) raN *) 
zW@W2 
Hence we proved that (M),(S) F WZ,< W@ W2. Using now relation (5.36) we get 
(LB) t- w*goo W@ w2. 
The converse inequality being an obvious consequence of(M), it follows that 
(a) k w*zo@ W@ w2. (5.37) 
Hence 0 0 E(W) =0 0 E( W2). Using Proposition 3.8, it follows from Corollary 3.7 
that (r;4) E 0 0 WzO 0 W@ W2. We can now immediately conclude with this 
deduction and relation (5.37). This ends our proof. 0 
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The previous lemma shows that we can suppose that q. = 0 in relation (5.34). Indeed 
if (a) is a system of A-rational identities such that 
(B) k z*zz (5.38) 
for every one-letter A-rational expression Z of type 
(5.39) 
with every qi# + cc and such that relation (5.38) is consistent, then (B) is a complete 
system of A-rational identities for one-letter A-rational expressions. 
5.9. A new family of A-rational identities 
Let us now consider a family 4 = (4i)i = 1, ,,! of noninfinite elements of A that satisfies 
to the conditions 
(1) For every IE[~,N-11, ql<N min i+j=l (qi+%) 
i,js[l,N-11 
c2) qN<N min i+j=N (qi+qj) 
i,js[l,N-11 
(3) For every IE[l,N-21, ql+qN<N min i,t;;l,;_y~i+qj)~ .= 
Note that these conditions are exactly the conditions given by Corollary 5.5 for 
relation (5.38) to be consistent when qN = r. We associate then with such a family q the 
- 
following A-rational identity 
(St($)) i% i ( N 4 a’~z(o@~qi~i)(qN.‘)*? 
whose consistency is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.9. Under the previous assumptions, (St(q)) is a consistent identity. 
Proof. Let us consider the A-rational expression T defined by 
.=(, 0 gqiai) (qNaN)*. 
Corollary 5.5 shows then that E(T*) = 0 @ e(T) = E( T) since the constant coefficient of 
E(T) is 0. But we clearly have 
T*= (( ;;l1 ai) (qNaN)*)-, 00 @qi 
from which using (S), it follows that 
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Using now star-star identity and the fact that a*a*~a* [cf. [3, p. 361) we get 
T* “(4iVaN)* (( sqiai) (4NuN)*)-. 
Identity (S) allows us then to deduce from this last relation that 
T*z 
( ) 
&qiai *. 
i=l 
The fact that E(T*) = E( T) is now clearly equivalent to the consistency of axiom (St(g)). 
Thus this ends our proof. q 
The importance of this new family of axioms comes from the following result that 
concludes all our study. 
Lemma 5.10. Let us set qN=r. Then we have 
(M),(S),(St((qi)i=l,N)) k z*25z. 
Proof. Indeed we can write 
But it is easy to see that the proof of Lemma 5.9 shows that 
Our lemma follows now immediately from the two last relations. Cl 
The previous lemma shows therefore that (AzZ)U(S~(~))~,~~,~~~ is a system of 
AC-rational identities that satisfies to the desired property (5.38). 
5.10. Conclusion 
Hence it follows from Lemma 5.10 that we have the following theorem that gives 
a complete system of A-rational identities for one-letter A-rational expressions. 
Theorem 5.11. The following system of &Z-rational identities 
(W, (9, (W&N, (p(p,q)),,,EM> (Wp)PEx”,nsN) 
is a complete system of identities for one-letter M-rational expressions. 
Notes. (1) One should notice the difference of difficulty between the commutative and 
the noncommutative axiomatization of one-letter A-rational expressions. 
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(2) The proof of Theorem 5.11 shows in fact that every one-letter d-rational 
expressions can be reduced in normalized form using the above identities. 
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